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1. In an earlier paper [16], the author proved that a connected, finite

complex, which is a homotopy commutative //-space, has the homotopy type of

a torus. The main purpose of this note is to give a proof of the weaker result,

see Theorem B, that a homotopy associative, homotopy commutative //-space

structure on a connected finite complex, implies that the complex is homotopically

equivalent to a torus. As a torus is an Eilenberg-MacLane space, there is just one

//-space multiplication up to homotopy. The reasons for presenting a second

proof are twofold. First the details of this proof are much simpler and second the

techniques of the proof can be generalized in a straightforward manner to give

other results. As in the earlier proof, considerable use is made of results of W.

Browder.

First we recall some definitions. X is an //-space if there exists a continuous

multiplication m:Xx X—> X, with unit. X is a homotopy associative //-space if,

in addition, m(mx l)—tn(l Xm): XχXχX-*X, and X is a homotopy commu-

tative //-space if it is an //-space and m—m T:XχX^X, where T is the switching

map for cartesian product. We shall also require a condition that an //-space be

strictly associative and strongly homotopy commutative, in the sense of Sugawara;

Theorem 4.3 of [23] implies that a suitable definition is that the classifying

space of X, as constructed in [14], Bx say, is itself an //-space.

In this paper X will always be a connected, non-contractible, finite complex.

When X is an //-space, the rational cohomology ring H*(Xy Q) is an exterior

algebra on odd dimensional generators, and more, it is a connected, graded

Hopf algebra with comultiplication induced by m. H*(X, Q) is said to be

primitive if there exist generators x{ for the exterior algebra such that

m*(Xi) = Λ?f <g) 1 +1 <g)*f (ΞH*(XX A', Q) , for each i.

The results on homotopy commutative //-spaces are Theorems A, B and C.

Theorem A1. Let X be a homotopy commutative H-space with H*(X, Q)

1. Theorems A,B,C,D and a weaker version of Theorem E were contained in the author's
doctoral thesis submitted to the University of Oxford.
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primitive, then X has the homotopy type of a torus.

Theorem B1. Let X be a homotopy associative, homotopy commutative H-

space, then X has the homotopy type of a torus.

Theorem C1. Let X be a strictly associative, strongly homotopy commutative

H-space, then X has the homotopy type of a torus.

Theorem C was first proved by W. Browder by other methods. Clearly

Theorem A implies Theorem B, and it can be shown that Theorem B implies

Theorem C, see [23], but we shall give three slightly different proofs.
Let Qp be the ring of rational numbers whose denominators are not divisible

by the prime number p. Let Y be a complex with finite skeletons, whose
cohomology ring with (^-coefficients is a finitely generated polynomial algebra,
possibly truncated at height greater than p, with even dimensional generators,

yiy l<ί<n.
A map/: F-» Y is a &-map if f*(yi)=kyi modulo decomposable elements of

the polynomial algebra.

The two results which lead to the proofs of Theorems A, B and C are as

follows,

Theorem D1. Suppose that Y supports ap-map, then each y, has dimension 2.

Theorem E1. (p~2) Suppose that Y supports a (— \}-map, then each yi has

dimension 2.

The proofs of Theorems D and E are in essence extremely simple. We just
write down the condition that a Λ-map induces a homomorphism in the complex

^-theory which commutes with the Adams operators of [3]. The technical

result used is a suitable interpretation of the "Integrality Theorem on the

Chern Character" of [2]. Theorems D and E will be proved in the framework

of a simple axiomatic theory, as in [17], which is developed in §2. In §3 we prove

the analogues of Theorems D and E in this framework, and in §4 Theorems A, B
and C are proved.

I am grateful to two people in particular in connection with this paper.
Theorem A arose out of a discussion of Theorem B with Dr. I.M. James and

many of the details of the simple axiomatic scheme of §2 were worked out with the
assistance of Professor J.F. Adams.

2. Let M be a finitely generated ^-module, filtered by submodules

M=M0=)Aί1=)M2Z) , , Σ>Mg.1i)Mg = Q,

which possess linear maps -ψ * such that -ψ * (M, )cM, , for each /.
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Let N= 2 Λff be the associated graded module, that is ΛΓ,
O^ι^rf-1

We assume,

AL ΛΓ is a free O^-module.

A2. i/r V=>^ , for all / arid k.

A '3. If u<^Mn, then (Yk(u)—knu)tEMn+1, for each k.

A"3. If u^Mn, then there exist /z+1 elements *;,-<= Mw+, (/,_1), 0</<w, such

that ψp(u)= 2 />w~'^ .
0<ιS"

A4. M possesses a multiplication which gives it the structure of a commutative
filtered ring, that is M is a commutative ring and

A5. ψfe is a ring homomorphism for each k.

A6. ψp(u)=up mod. />, for each

We call such an M a multiplicative ψ^-module over O .̂ This is con-
sistent with the usage in [17] where p=2. A simple induction argument shows

that A'3 and A"3 are equivalent to A3 of [17] in the presence of Al and A2.
The ring structure on M induces a graded ring structure on N in a natural

way. The same symbols are used for M and N considered as ^-modules or as
rings. The application is to take M— K(Y, Qp), where Y is a finite complex
whose integral homology is free of p-torsion. K( Y, Qp) is unitary ^-theory with
^-coefficients, defined by taking the tensor product of the integral ^-theory of
[8] with Qp. The spectral sequence of [8] with O^-coefficients collapses, since

#*( Y> QP) is torsion free Therefore if GK( Y)= 2 K2i( Y, Qp)/K2i+1 ( Y, Qp)

is the graded ring corresponding to the filtered ring K(Y, Qp) with the CW-
filtration, then /ίeven(Y, Op)^GK(Y). Further this isomorphism preserves
the usual ring structure which both sides possess. Now set Mi—K^Y, Op)
and let ^rk be the Adams operators of [3]. Al is true by hypothesis on Y and
A2, A'3, AS and A6, as well as the fact ψ* is a linear map which preserves the
C ίf -filtration, are well-known properties of the Adams operators. Under torsion
free hypotheses, A"3 is equivalent to the />-primary part of Theorem 1 of [2]. It
follows almost immediately from Proposition 5.6 of [6], (see Lemma 5.5 of [6]).
We have proved Lemma 2.1.

Lemma 2.1. M=K (Y, Qp) is a multiplicative ^-module over Qp.

We return to the general case. Let M— Mlξ&M2 be a direct sum of
modules of the type we are considering, where M1 is an ideal in M and

for each k. The next result is clear.
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Lemma 2.2. The quotient module M2 is a multiplicative ψk-module over

QP
Let Is: MS->NS be the quotient map. Consider N filtered by submodules

Σ Nf. Then N and M are isomorphic as filtered CL-modules, since N is free
i^s

(c.f. Lemma 2.5 of [17]), and if J:N->M realizes this isomorphism, the com-
position ISJ, restricted to Ns, is the identity map. For each k and /, define
homomorphisms Φj:N-*N by requiring that the following diagram is com-

mutative,

Lemma 2.3. Φ*φJ,=φJ.φ*, far all I and k.

Proof. This follows from A2.

Lemma 2.4. Let x<=Nny then Φj(x}=knx mod. Σ Nn+i.
ί>0

Proof. This follows from A3.

It is clear that in general there will not exist J:N->M which is a ring
isomorphism. However, it is true that when TV is a truncated polynomial
algebra there exists a ring isomorphism J:N->M. There are now two ap-
proaches. The better is to use a general X-theory splitting theorem of J.F.
Adams from which the two key lemmas that follow, Lemma 2.5 and Lemma 2.9,
are easy consequences. However, this work has not yet been published and so
we state Lemma 2.5 and Lemma 2.9 without proof and in an appendix give
direct proofs, which were the author's original proofs.

Lemma 2.5. Suppose that there exists J:N-*M which is a ring isomorphism,
then there exists a ring isomorphism K: N-*M such that

for all k and n.

Lemma 2.6. For K as in Lemma 2.5, ifx^Nny then

some ty where ^-e^+^-i) and XQ=X.

Proof. This follows from A'3 and A"3.

The next two lemmas also follow easily from the axioms.
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Lemma 2.7. If J:N — >M is a ring isomorphism, Φj is a ring homomorphism.

Lemma 2.8. If J:N-*M is a ring isomorphism, Φpj(x)=--xp mod p, for all

Now let N be a truncated polynomial algebra of height k over Qp, that
is, N has a homogeneous multiplicative basis 1, x19 x2 , , xm of elements of

dimensions 0<n1<n2<" <nmί where xl1xl^ x^t

m=0 if and only if Σ *>/>&,
l<,i^m

and there are no other relations.
Let N be such a truncated polynomial algebra.

Lemma 2.9. There exists a ring isomorphism J:N-*M.

A ring homomorρhism/:M-»M is natural if it commutes with the -ψ *. It
induces a linear map f j .N-^N, defined by requiring that the following diagram
is commutative,

There are four properties of such homomorphisms with which we are concerned,

the proofs of Lemmas 2.10, 2.11 and 2.13 are straightforward.
First suppose that we have a direct sum decomposition of M as in Lemma

2.2, and a natural ring homomorphism f:M->M such that /(M^cM1, then

Lemma 2.10. The natural map f:M->M induces a natural map of the
quotient module f2] M2->M2.

Lemma 2.11. /7Φ* =φ*//, for each k.

Lemma 2.12. Suppose that Φk

κ(Nn)d Σ Nn+iCp_Ό, for all n and k, then

/JΓWOCΣΉ.+, C,-1>

Proof. First we show \hatf κ(Nn) c Σ Nn+i arguing by induction in Nn for
ι>0

decreasing n. If Ng=0 and x&Ng_19 let fκ(x)= Σ Jn where y0φO has
Oζiζs

dimension t and the dimension of each y{ is greater than t for z>0. Consider

fκΦκ(x)—Φκ(fκ(xϊ)9 ^ Lemma 2.11, in dimension t. Lemma 2.4 implies that
kg~1y0—kty0, which implies that t—g — 1 as required. Therefore assume the

result in TV/ for i>n and let x^Nn. As before let fκ(
χ)= Σ Ji where V 0 ΦO

o^, ̂ *
has dimension t and yίy />0, has dimension greater than t. Therefore once more
applying Lemma 2.11 and Lemma 2.4, in dimension t we have kny0=k*y0, which
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implies n=ΐ and completes the proof that/^ preserves the filtration on N.
Now assume the result of the lemma in Niy for i>n, since it is certainly true

in ΛL_1B Let x^Nn and fκ(oc)= Σ yz , where yMΦθ say, for some u in 0<u<s,
o<£, £*

is the element of least dimension, t say, not of the form n-\-ί(p — 1) for some ί.
Again Lemma 2.1 1 and Lemma 2.4 imply knys=k*ys which is impossible, and the
lemma is proved.

Lemma 2.13. Let J:N-*M be a ring isomorphism, then f j is a ring homo-
morphism.

In all the notations introduced above, except fjy when it is clear which
isomorphism J:N-+M we are using, the suffix / will be omitted.

3. Let N be a truncated polynomial algebra of height greater than p over

Qp, with generators I,x1,x2, ,xm. By setting M1=(M1)
p+l in Lemma 2.2, it

can be assumed that the height of TV is precisely p+l. We assume that a choice
of generators has been made and so there is a natural base for N over Qp. It
is convenient to have an alternative notation for the generators; we write yq

for a generator where it is assumed that the dimension is q.
A. linear maρ/:M->M, which preserves the filtration, induces a map of the

associated graded module, /* :7V -> TV. Clearly /* and f j restricted to Nn have
images which coincide in Nn. We define a natural ring homomorphism to be

a A-map if f*(xi)=kxί modulo decomposable elements of TV.
Using Lemma 2.9, it is assumed that an isomorphism K:N-^M has been

chosen as in Lemma 2.5. Note that if M, a truncated polynomial algebra of
height greater than^>+l has a &-map, then M2 as constructed above, a truncated

polynomial algebra of height />+!, has a &-maρ, by Lemma 2.10 and Lemma
2.13.

Theorem 3.1. Suppose that f :M-*M is a p-map2, then each generator of

N has dimension 1.

Proof3. Let yq be a generator of highest possible dimension. We suppose

that </>! and obtain a contradiction.

Lemma 2.11 implies that fκΦp(yq) = Φp(fκHyq)) It is sufficient to
consider this equality modulo p2, and in particular the component in dimension

qp9 the highest non-trivial dimension.

First consider the left-hand side. Lemma 2.6 implies that

(3.1)

2. In fact, it is sufficient that/:M-»M is natural and a p-map modulo p2.
3. The proof can be expressed in terms of the homomorphisms S* introduced in [17].
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where #$ eJVf . Now if yt is any generator of dimension t

(3.2) fκ(yt) = iy/H-^i+^+c^-iD+higher dimensional elements,

where w{^N{ and w, is decomposable.

Now for dimensional reasons zqp is a sum of scalar multiples of products

of p generators, and since fκ is a ring homomorphism, Lemma 2.13, /K(ZQP)
=ppzqp. Also since q>l,pq— (p— !)><?, and so #QI,_cp-ι:> is decomposable.
In the expression (3.2), again for dimensional reasons, wt does not involve yq

(or any other generator of dimension q). Thus if fκ(zqp-cp-^) is not inde-
pendent of y%, when we express zgp-(p-i) in terms of the given base, it must
involve yr

pys for some generator 3̂ , with r>0. The coefficient of y\ infκ(yr

qys)
is zero mod pr

y since fκ is a ring homomorphism. Thus the coefficient of y%
infκΦ

p(yg) modp2 is zero.

Now consider Φp(fκ(yg)) Let fκ(y<ι)—py<ι + w<ι + higher dimensional
elements, where wg is decomposable and of dimension q. But if w has dimen-
sion greater than q, φp(zυ)—Q modp2, by Lemma 2.6. Also since Φ^ is a ring
homomorphism, Lemma 2.7, and «^ is decomposable, Lemma 2.8 implies that
φp(wg) = 0 mod p2. Thus again using Lemma 2.8, the coefficient of y* in

ΦP(fκ(yo)} mod^)2 is p, which gives the required contradiction.
Thus m= 1 and the theorem is proved.

We now restrict attention to the case p=2 and consider a &-map with k= — l.

Lemma 3.2. Let f: M->M be a (—V)-mapy then if uί = K(xi)J I <i<m,

f(ui)=—ui modulo decomposable elements of My for all i.

Proof. It is necessary to show that fκ(χi)=—χi modulo decomposable
elements of A7. Neglect all decomposable elements, that is consider M a
truncated polynomial algebra of height 2. Suppose that the result is false and
let yg be a generator of highest possible dimension for which it is false and
yt a generator of least possible dimension which occurs in fκ(yg)+yg Thus

fκ(yo)=-~yQJrayt~\- elements of equal or higher dimension, where αφO and
is in Q2. Consider the coefficient of yt in Φk(fκ(yι))=fκΦ*(yι) If tne coefficient
of yt in Φk(yq) is b, on the left-hand side we obtain —b-^ak* and on the
right-hand side kga—b, which implies that q=t. This is impossible by the
definition of/.

Theorem 3.3. Suppose that /: M-+M is a (—l)-mapf then each generator
of N has dimension 1 .

Proof3. As in the proof of Theorem 3.1, let yq be a generator of highest
possible dimension q. We suppose that q>l and obtain a contradiction.

Consider the equality
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Again it is sufficient to consider the components in dimension 2q taking the
value modulo 4. By Lemma 2.6

(3.3) Φ2(yq) - 2zM.1+zM mod 4

where ^eϊΛ7;, and if yt is any generator of dimension £,

(3.4) fκ(yt) — — J>/+ decomposable elements

by Lemma 3.2. But fκ(zM) = (— l)2zM= z29 and fκ(^-ι)=(— l)2#2*-ι=#2*-ι
by (3.4) since the product of three generators vanishes and z2q_1 and z2q are
decomposable. Thus

ΛΓΦW-ΦW ^ 2{//,(^_1)-^,_1}-f{//,(^)~^} mod 4

is zero, modulo 4.

Now consider Φ2(fκ(yg))— Φ2(j^) If w *s anv decomposable element
Φ2(0)=0 mod 4, using Lemma 2.7 and Lemma 2.8. Therefore by (3.4),

Φ2(/^(j?))-Φ2(jί)=2Φ2(^) mod 4

which equals 2yJ, by Lemma 2.8.

This is the required contradiction, and the theorem is proved.

Finally we remark that Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.3 are just two of a

number of results which can be proved by these methods. The author hoqes to

return to these and similar questions at a later date.

4. Let H*(Y, Qp) be free of ^-torsion. Then H*(Y, Z) is free of p-
torsion by the universal coefficient theorem and therefore so is H*(Y, Z). In

particular when Y is a finite complex, we may apply the results of the previous
section with M=K(Y, Qp)9 by Lemma 2.1. Thus Theorem D and Theorem E

follow from Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.3 respectively, at least for finite com-

plexes. If Y is not finite but has finite skeletons, consider a skeleton Y* of
Y of sufficiently high dimension to perform all arguments with //*( Y*, Z) free of

p-torsion and M=K(Y*9 Op). Combining Lemmas 2.2, 2.9, 2.10 and 2.12, it
may be assumed that M is a truncated polynomial algebra of height p+1 over

Qpj and again Theorems D and E follow from Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.3.

Next consider Theorems A and B. The next two theorems are quite basic
to the proofs. They arise from the work of W. Browder.

Theorem 4.1. Let X be a finite connected complex and a homotopy com-

mutative H -space, then H* (X, Z} is free of 2- torsion.

Proof. This follows from Theorem 8.5 of [11].
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Theorem 4.2. Let X be a finite connected complex and an H-space and
suppose that the exterior algebra H* (X, Q) is generated by one dimensional gener-
ators, then X has the homotopy type of a torus.

Proof. First we show that X is a cohomology torus.

Suppose that H*(X, Z) has />-torsion, then H *(X, Zp) is not an exterior
algebra on odd dimensional generators, by Theorem 4.9 of [9], the converse of
a classical theorem of Borel. But in the notation of [9], the />-dimension and
the rational dimension of X coincide, by Theorem 7.1 of [9] and hence if
Hm(X, 0)=0 for m>n, then Hm(X, Zp)=0 for m>n. This contradicts the
fact that H*(X, Q) is an exterior algebra on generators of dimension one, but

H*(X, Zp) is a Hopf algebra which is not. We deduce that H*(X, Z) is a
cohomology torus.

Therefore there is a map/: X-+S1 X S1 X ••• X S1 inducing an isomorphism
of cohomology, since S1=K(Z, 1), and the conclusion of the theorem follows
from a simple application of Lemma 6.2 of [10].

The hypotheses of both Theorem A and Theorem B imply that X is a finite
connected complex which is a homotopy commutative //-space with H*(Xy Q)
primitive. We consider the cohomology and the ^-theory with (^-coefficients
of the projective plane of such an X. For basic /^-theoretic properties, we
refer to [5], [8] and [7]. The details of the cohomology of the projective plane
which are required follow from the results of [12]. They follow by straightfor-
ward calculation and most are given in [17] and so we just summarize them
here.

Since H*(X, Z) is free of 2-torsion, Theorem 3.1, H*(X, Q2) and K*(X, Q2)
are exterior algebras on odd dimensional generators, that is in K*(X, Q2) the
generators may be chosen to lie in K:(X9 Q2). Write hq( ) for either Hq( , Q2)
or Kq( , Q2)y the index in Kq( , Q2) being taken mod 2. We have the exact

sequence.

(4.1) - > hq(X) - hq(XχX) ~-> hq+\P2X) --> hq+1(X) - >

where φ=m* — πf — πί, TT^. Xx X-+X, i=l or 2, being projection onto the z'-th
factor; which essentially (3.1) of [12].

Then h*(P2X) = A 0 B, where A is a truncated polynomial algebra of
height 3 on generators ul9 u2, ••• y um such that Vj=i(Uj), \<j<m, form a
multiplicative basis for the exterior algebra h*(X) and \(vi®vj) = uiuj, and
B is an ideal, free of 2-torsion, generated over Q2 by all elements of the form
\(v°^vl2 ••• v^m®v^vl2 ••• v£m) where each α, and β{ is zero or one, Σα, >0,
Σ&XJand ^(ai+βi)>2.

Let H*(P2XyQ2) = A'®B' and K*(P2X, Q2} = A"®B", then set M =
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K(P2X, Q2). Then by Lemma 2.1 we may apply the results of the last two
sections to M.

Lemma 4.3. ^k(B") c£" for each k.

Proof. See Lemma 6.4 of [17].

Proof of Theorem B. Let m (2): X-+X be the //-space squaring map. If X
is a homotopy associative, homotopy commutative //-space, the following diagram
is homotopy commutative,

m(2)Xm(2)\ |m(2)
Ψ >|r

and hence

XxX > X
m

m'
X*X - > SX

m

is homotopy commutative, where X*X is the join of X with itself and SX is the
suspension of X. This induces a map of the cofibre sequence of P2X into
itself, where again the squares are homotopy commutative,

X* X > SX — *—+ P2X
 J > S(X*X) - >

h\ *\ f\ sh\
X*X - > SX - ;-» P2X — :-> S(X*X)

Lemma 4.4.

Proof. This follows from the definition of B" and the homotopy com-
mutativity of the third square in (4.2).

Lemma 4.5. A" is a multiplicative ^-module over Q2 and a truncated
polynomial algebra of height 3 which supports a 2-map.

Proof. We apply Lemma 2.10 with Ml=B", M2=A" and/: M-^M the
map/1: K(P2X, Q2)-*K(P2X, Q2) of (4.2). The conditions of Lemma 2.10 are
ensured by Lemma 4.3 and Lemma 4.4.

Therefore by Theorem 3.1 with^>=2, each generator of A" has dimension 1
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corresponding to cohomological dimension 2 and so each generator of H*(X, Q)
has dimension 1. Theorem B now follows from Theorem 4.2.

Proof of Theorem A. The proof is very similar to that of Theorem B,
replacing Theorem 3.1 with Theorem 3.3. As in [16], we use a geometric
construction of James. More precisely in §3 of [19], using only homotopy
commutativity, James constructs a diagram

(4.3)

in which the squares are homotopy commutative, where / turns the suspension
coordinate upside down and T is the switching map for smash product.

The proof of Theorem A now follows, using Theorem 3.3, in a very similar
manner to that of Theorem B.

Proof of Theorem C.
Choose a prime p such that H*(X, Z) has no ^-torsion, (this is true for all

py a result of Browder, but we don't need this fact). Then H*(X, Qp) is
an exterior algebra on generators of dimensions 2nλ—1, 2n2—1, ••• , 2nm—1
and H*(BX, Qp) is a polynomial algebra on generators of dimensions

2n19 2n2, , 2nm. Now if Bx is an /f-space, a^>-maρ is induced by the ίf-space
p-th power map on Bx (with respect to some fixed order of multiplication) and
it follows from Theorem D, since Bx can be taken with finite skeletons, that
77;= 1, l<i<m. The proof of Theorem C is completed using Theorem 4.2.

Appendix

The purpose of this appendix is to give direct proofs of Lemma 2.5 and
Lemma 2.9. We shall need the following result.

Lemma. There exists a homogeneous base for N{xly #2>"'» χι> Jι> 3;2>"'.»3v}
such that

(i) xί, x2, , Xι generate the graded ring TV,
(ii) y{, !</<r, is a monomial in the xi9 !</</.

Proof. Let x1, x2, , #/ be a minimal homogeneous generating set for
N, then x{J !</</, and the other non-zero monomials in the x{ span N. For
each polynomial relation among the x{ in Nn, we can eliminate one monomial
from this spanning set, since N is free and Qp is a local ring. In fact, if

2 aij...xiXj =0 is any polynomial relation, since Λ^ is torsion free we may
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divide by p*> a>0 to ensure that at least one coefficient a^... is a unit in Qp

and hence eliminate the corresponding element XfXj . This cannot be an^ ,
!</</, since these formed a minimal generating set. After a finite number

of steps we obtain the required base.

Proof of Lemma 2.5. (p odd)
Choose generators xίy x2, ••• , xt for the ring N as in the lemma above and

let/: N—*M be a ring isomorphism which is also an isomorphism of filtered

^-modules. Suppose that there exists an isomorphism K: N-^-M which is a

ring isomorphism and such that, for each ky Φjf(#, ), \<ί </, is of the required
form modulo Σ N, for all s<t, where xf has dimension q. This is true for

j"^9+s

t=l which starts the inductive argument. Let t=a(p— 1)+/5, 0</3<(/>— 1).

If /3=0, Φk

κ(Xi) is of the required form modulo Σ JV, . If /3ΦO, let the com-
j>q + s

ponent of Φκ(χi) in dimension q-\-t be wk. Using Lemma 2.3, consider the
component of ΦkΦp(xί)=ΦpΦk(xi) in dimension q+t and use the induction

hypothesis to obtain

Now since t is not divisible by p— 1, we can find k such that k*—l is not
divisible by p, e.g. k=2. Therefore wp is divisible by p9 and we set
wp — p9(p*—l)w. Then WΛ = &*(#—!)«;. Define a new ring isomorphism

L:N-^Mby setting L(xi)=K(xi-\-w)ί L(xj)=K(Xj) otherwise, and extend L

to be a ring isomorphism using the base of the lemma above. It is a straight-

forward matter to see that Φi(χi) has the required form modulo Σ N - We
j>q + t

perform this operation simultaneously for each ΛJ, , 1 < z" < / and so complete the

induction step and prove the lemma.

Proof of Lemma 2.8. Let 1, xl x2, ••• , xm be generators for the truncated

polynomial algebra of height k. Choose J(x^> J(x2)> ••• ,/(Ό in M for some
isomorphism /: Λf->M where if x^Nn£ then J(xt)^.Mni . The set of elements

J(x1)
ΛίJ(x2)

oί2t"J(^mYnt with Σ &i<k form a base for M over Qp and we use
l^i<«

this base. We need to show that 1, J(x^ J(x2)> '">J(Xm) generate a truncated
polynomial algebra of height k. It is sufficient to show that J(Xi)ai(J(x2Y

2"'

J(xm)*m==Q if Σ θίi>k. Suppose that this is not true, and let w =
1<»^W

J(xι)βlJ(χ2)β2 "J(x™)βM be non-zero with Σ β»>k and q= Σ nιβi chosen as
l<i<m l<,iζm

large as is possible. It follows from A73 and AS that Φk(w)=kgw. But

? 'XΪ' ) mod M?+1

and the term on the right-hand side is zero. We obtain a contradiction by
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once more applying A'3. This completes the proof of the lemma.
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